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Fraser Anning, A Senator
representing Katter's Australia
party is seeking in the Federal
Parliament to re-introduce
'white Australia policy' and stop
Non-European Migration. Well
enough is enough, it is time that
we rise up and prevent the nation
from drifting to the racist right.
There is no place in federal
parliament for an individual
that wants to bring back these
draconian racist humbug.
Australia has come so far and
is without doubt is a prime
example of a modern nation that
thrives on multiculturalism. A
nation where people from all
over the world live as one - "We
are one, we are many, from all
the lands on earth we come. We
share a dream and sing with
one voice - I am we are you are
AUSTRALIA." (The Seekers)
In just over two hundred years
Australia has come a long
way. Initially commencing as a
British Settlement in 1788, then
followed by waves and waves
of European migration and
subsequently after ridding the
nation of the appalling "white
Australia policy", and finally the
influx of Chinese, Indian, Sri
Lankan and mass immigration
from around the world. Quite
frankly, migrants and migration
has been the cornerstone of
the nation. Migrants from all
over the world have spilt their
blood, sweat and tears to make
Australia what it is today. A
leading first world nation with a
thriving robust economy where
one is judged by their ability to
contribute to the nation and not
by the colour of your skin.
In recent years, there has been
a tendency in some parts of
Australia to drift to the far right.
A democratic nation cannot and
must not allow this to happen.
In times like this it requires the
leaders to rise above and beyond
the call of duty to prevent
Xenophobic nonsense from
spreading across the world.
All credit to Australia's leaders
of the part and the present,
they have always strongly
condemned any form of racism.
However, the nation as a whole
must rise up against racism,
discrimination and the revolting
racist attitudes of the likes of
Senator Anning.
Long live Multiculturalism.
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Providing a voluntary service,
to the community in Victoria.

For available
times & Locations
Please call
Mihirie - 0414 546 833
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